CHANGE  IN  LANGUAGE
tended to get later and later in Paris. Thus the process began
which in the nineteenth century was to lead to breakfast (dejeuner)
at half past twelve, dinner at seven o'clock in the evening, and
supper late at night.
A new code of good manners now spread through the higher
ranks of society, regulating the mode of salutation and of re-
ceiving guests, placing guests at table, writing letters, and using
formulas of greeting adapted to the rank of the person addressed.
The rank assigned to the various persons at a reception was fixed
by an order of precedence which was strictly observed; for every-
body attached importance to keeping up his rank, and there were
frequent quarrels about precedence. These polite manners did
not go hand-in-hand with cleanliness, though the use of the hand-
kerchief started in the seventeenth century. Hot baths had ceased
since the abolition of the public bath-houses (tiuves^ or 'stews')
at the end of the Middle Ages, and up to the end of the eighteenth
century the utensils for washing the hands and face remained
alarmingly small. There were no arrangements for the removal
of garbage, so that the disgusting foulness of the streets obliged
ladies to use a coach or sedan-chair when they went out visiting.
JCHANGE   IN   LANGUAGE
As manners changed, literary taste and the language changed
with them. As early as the beginning of the Wars of Religion
'educational romances5 (romans d'education) had begun to appear,
the authors of which were of noble birth and made it their task
to elevate the sentiments and form the manners of gentlemen.
As in the romances of chivalry, the main theme was that of love,
but instead of having as its object a married lady, it addressed
itself to the young girl and had marriage in prospect. Next the
Astree, a romance of platonic love in a pastoral setting, after the
Italian fashion, was published between 1610 and 1627 an(i became
what it was to remain for half a century - the favourite reading
of the whole of high society, which brought tender sentiments
and gallantry towards ladies into fashion. For the future, love
was the inevitable subject for novels and plays in France, whether
tragedies or comedies.
The social life of the upper classes now underwent a transforma-
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